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Biographical Note

Marvin Harris was a prominent anthropologist, best known for developing the controversial paradigm of cultural materialism. He authored several important books in the field of anthropology, most notably *The Rise of Anthropological Theory* (1968) and *Cultural Materialism* (1979) as well as books that reached a wider audience, such as *Cows, Pigs, Wars and Witches* (1974) and *Cannibals and Kings* (1977).

Harris was born in Brooklyn, New York on August 18, 1927. After serving in the U.S. Army Transportation Corps (1945-47), he received his B.A. (1948) and Ph.D. (1953) from Columbia University. His first anthropology course was taught by Charles Wagley, who was influential in Harris’ decision to become an anthropologist. Harris joined the faculty at Columbia University after earning his doctorate and served as chair of the Department of Anthropology from 1963 to 1966. In 1980, he left Columbia for a position as Graduate Research Professor at University of Florida, where he stayed until his retirement in 2000.

It was in *The Rise of Anthropological Theory* that Harris coined the phrase “cultural materialism,” a subject he further elaborated on in *Cultural Materialism*. Cultural materialism, Harris explains, is a scientific research strategy “based on the simple premise that human social life is a response to the practical problems of earthly existence” (1979, xv). Harris applied the paradigm to explain various cultural patterns, such as food preferences and taboos, changes in U.S. family structure, and the collapse of Soviet and East European state socialism. One of his most controversial theories was that the Hindu prohibition of slaughtering and consuming cows in India arose because it was more economically beneficial to use cattle as draft animals rather than meat. He challenged Napoleon Chagnon’s views that Yanomami men were inherently more aggressive and violent by explaining that it was the pursuit of animal protein that was the cause of Yanomami warfare. Harris similarly argued that protein deficiency was the reason why the Aztecs practiced cannibalism.

Harris presented his theories beyond academic circles to a general audience by contributing a monthly column to Natural History Magazine. He also authored several popular books. In addition to *Cows, Pigs, Wars and Witches* and *Cannibals and Kings*, Harris also wrote *America Now* (1981), *Good to Eat* (1985), and *Our Kind* (1989). Harris also authored and edited several editions of two college-level introductory textbooks: *Culture, People, Nature* (first published as *Culture, Man, and Nature* in 1971) and *Cultural Anthropology* (first published in 1983, later editions coauthored with Orna Johnson). According to Harris, the 1975 edition of *Culture, People, Nature* “was the first anthropology textbook to be written cover to cover in a gender-neutral mode of discourse” (12/3/93 letter from Harris to Deborah S. Rubin, “Furlow - [The Teaching of Anthropology]”, Series 3. Writings, Marvin Harris Papers).

Although Harris is primarily known for his work as a theoretician, he also conducted ethnographic fieldwork throughout his career. Harris traveled to Rio de Contas, Brazil in
1950-51 to conduct research for his dissertation, *Minas Velhas: A Study of Urbanism in the Mountains of Eastern Brazil*. This research was also the subject of his book *Town and Country in Brazil* (1958) and his chapter, "Race Relations in Minas Velhas, a Community in the Mountain Region of Central Brazil" in *Race and Class in Rural Brazil* (Charles Wagley, 1952). He continued his research in Brazil in 1953-54 while serving as a research advisor for the Ministry of Education in Rio de Janeiro. As field leader of the Columbia-Cornell-Harvard-Illinois Summer Field Studies Program, Harris returned to Brazil in 1962 to study fishing villages in Arembepe. Prior to that, he also served as field leader for the program in Chimborazo, Ecuador in 1960.

In 1956-57, Harris conducted field research in Mozambique, at the time under Portuguese rule. He initially intended to study the influence of Portuguese rule on race relations, comparing the race relations in Brazil and Mozambique. He soon became aware, however, of the political brutalities that the Portuguese government was imposing on the people of Mozambique. Consequently, Harris decided to focus his research on labor exploitation in the colony. Antonio de Figueiredo, who later became an important figure in the Mozambique liberation movement, served as an informal assistant to Harris. Harris was also friends with Eduardo Mondlane, president of FRELIMO, the Mozambican Liberation Front. Because Harris was openly critical of the Portuguese government, he was forced to leave Mozambique before he completed his research. When he returned to the United States, Harris published *Portugal’s African “Wards”* (1958), a critical evaluation of Portugal’s colonialism. His publication was influential in eradicating the forced labor system in Mozambique a few years later.

Harris’ activism extended to the social and political unrest at home during the 1960s. He was vice-chairman of Vietnam Facts, an organization of professors in the United States who were against the Vietnam War, and was one of the organizers of the Ad Hoc Teaching Committee on Vietnam. In 1967, he brought an academic focus to war by organizing a symposium on the subject with Morton Fried and Robert Murphy at the American Anthropological Association’s (AAA) annual meeting. Together, they edited *War: The Anthropology of Armed Conflict and Aggression*, a compilation of the papers presented at the conference. During the 1968 student uprising at Columbia University, Harris was one of the few faculty members that openly sided with the students. Harris criticized the actions of the university administrators in his article, “Big Busts on Morningside Heights” (1968).

Due to his experiences in Mozambique, Harris also began to think about the distinctions between emic and etic perspectives, which he discusses in his book, *The Nature of Cultural Things* (1964). During the 1960s-70s, Harris experimented with the use of video recordings as an etic approach to collecting ethnographic data. He collaborated with the Bronx State Hospital to videotape domestic life in two Puerto Rican and two African American families. He also videotaped and coded behavioral streams of two Caucasian and two African-American families in New York City for his NSF funded project, “Patterns of Authority and Subordination in Low-Income Urban Domiciles.” In 1965 and 1992, Harris returned to Brazil to study racial categorizations and identifications, specifically the emic and etic differences in the perception of race. He published several
papers on the subject, including "The Structural Significance of Brazilian Racial Categories" (1963), "Referential Ambiguity in the Calculus of Brazilian Racial Identity" (1970), and "Who are the Whites?" (1993).

During the 1980s, Harris was troubled by the rising popularity of postmodernist theory within anthropology. He believed that anthropology was a science and was concerned about the harmful consequences of postmodernist theory to the field. He organized a AAA session on postmodernism called “Anti-anti Science” in 1989 and participated in multiple conference sessions on the subject, including a 1993 session on "The Objectivity Crisis: Rethinking the Role of Science” at the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) meeting. “Anthropology and Postmodernism,” a revised version of his AAAS paper was published as a chapter in Science, Materialism, and the Study of Culture (Martin F. Murphey and Maxine L. Margolis, 1995). Harris also criticized postmodernist theory in his final book, Theories of Culture in Postmodern Times (1999).

While Harris thought that postmodernism was moving anthropology further away from science, behavior scientists began to see the relevancy of cultural materialism in their own research. In 1986, Harris was invited to give an address at the annual conference of the Association for Behavioral Analysis (ABA). His paper was titled, “Cultural Materialism and Behavior Analysis: Common Problems and Radical Solutions.” He also participated in a symposium on "The Integration of Cultural Materialism and Behavior Analysis" at the 1991 ABA annual meeting.

From 1988-90, Harris served as president of the General Anthropology Division of AAA. In 1991, he was given the honor of presenting the Distinguished Lecture at the AAA annual meeting. His talk was titled, “Anthropology and the Theoretical and Paradigmatic Significance of the Collapse of Soviet and East European Communism.” That same year, The Rise of Anthropological Theory was designated a Social Science Citation Classic.

Harris died at the age of 74 on October 25, 2001.
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Chronology

1927    Born August 18 in Brooklyn, New York
1945-47 Served in U.S. Army Transportation Corps
1948    B.A. from Columbia College
1950-1951 Field research in Brazil
1953    Ph.D. in Anthropology from Columbia University
1953    Field research in Brazil
1953-1959 Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, Columbia University
1956-1957 Field research in Mozambique
1959-1963 Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Columbia University
1960    Field leader of Columbia-Cornell-Harvard-Illinois Summer Field Studies Program in Chimborazo, Ecuador
1962    Field leader of Columbia-Cornell-Harvard-Illinois Summer Field Studies Program in Arembepe, Bahia, Brazil. NSF
1963-1980 Professor, Department of Anthropology, Columbia University
1963-1966 Chair, Department of Anthropology, Columbia University
1965    Field research in Brazil
1965-1972 Video Tape Methodology and Etic Ethnography
1969-1974 Principal Investigator, Videotape Studies of Urban Domiciles
1968-1969 Visiting Distinguished Professor, Central Washington State College
1976    Field research in India
1980-2000 Graduate Research Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Florida
1983-1984  Consultant, United Nations Fund for Population Activities

1984  McMurrin Professor, University of Utah, Fall


_The Rise of Anthropological Theory_ designated Social Science Citation Classic

1992  Field research in Brazil

2001  Died October 25
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Scope and Content Note

This collection contains the professional papers of anthropologist Marvin Harris. The papers include correspondence, research materials, his publications, unpublished manuscripts, conference papers, lectures, subject files, teaching files, computer files, and photographs.

His research files document his ethnographic field work in Rio de Contas, Brazil, both for his dissertation and his racial categorization project; his research on forced labor in Mozambique; his videotape study in New York City households; and his India sacred cattle research. The collection also contains his research on food preferences and aversions, his files as a research consultant for the McKinsey Global Institute, and photos from his field work in Chimborazo, Ecuador and Arembepe, Brazil.

Over the course of his career, Harris also participated in several conferences and invited lectures. The collection contains some of the papers he presented as well as audio recordings of his lecture “Levi-Strauss and the Clam: An Open and Shut Case” and a recording of a radio interview. Also present in the collection are materials relating to conference sessions and symposiums that he organized, including the 1967 AAA session on Anthropology and War and his 1983 Wenner-Gren symposium on Food Preferences and Aversions.

Additional materials that may be of interest are materials documenting Harris’ activism in the 1960s at Columbia University, which include his anti-Vietnam War activities, as well as his involvement in the student protests of 1968 at Columbia University. The collection also contains Harris’ CIA, FBI, and Department of State records that he obtained through Freedom of Information Act requests, photographs from Harris’ service in the army in the 1940s, and photos taken in Brazil by Pierre Verger.

Harris corresponded with several prominent anthropologists, many of whom were Latin American specialists. Some of his noteworthy correspondents include Napoleon Chagnon, Derek Freeman, Morton Fried, Conrad Kottak, Sidney Mintz, Anthony Leeds, Claude Levi-Strauss, Darcy Ribeiro, Anisio Teixeira, Charles Wagley, and Karl Wittfogel. Also of special interest is his correspondence with leading figures in the Mozambique and Portuguese liberation movements, including Antonio Figuereido, Eduardo Mondlane, and General Humberto Delgado.

Restrictions

Access to student records (consisting of graded materials and student recommendation letters); grant proposals sent to Harris for review by grant agencies; and part of his faculty recruitment files is restricted until 2081. Series 10. Computer Files is also restricted due to preservation concerns.
Extent

The total extent is 39 linear feet (consisting of 84 document boxes and 4 record storage boxes) plus 61 computer disks, 19 cassette tapes, 1 7” sound reel, and 3 vinyl records, 1 oversize box, and 1 map folder. Of the total extent, 1.5 linear feet (4 document boxes) are restricted.

Provenance

The papers of Marvin Harris were donated to the National Anthropological Archives by his daughter, Susan Harris.

Related Collections

An open reel video from the collection was transferred to the Human Studies Film Archives. See Series 2. Research, Subseries. Videotape Research for more information.

More of Marvin Harris’ correspondence can be found in the papers of William Duncan Strong. Researchers may also want to consult the Human Studies Film Archives, which holds video oral histories of Charles Wagley (HSFA 89.10.5) and Lambros Comitas (HSFA 89.10.20), both of whom discuss Harris in their interviews.

Processing Note

The papers of Marvin Harris arrived at the National Anthropological Archives as a single accession in 2010. With the exception of the name subject files and some correspondence, the collection arrived in a largely unorganized state. The majority of the materials were loose and intermixed with unrelated materials. Some materials were in labeled folders, although the folder labels did not always match the contents. Although a concerted effort was made to organize the materials in a logical manner, the researcher may come across materials that are misfiled.

Whenever possible, original folder titles were retained. Folder titles assigned by the archivist are indicated by square brackets. Most, but not all, of the files were rehoused in acid-free folders.

Publications by other people were removed from the collection unless there were significant annotations by Harris or inscriptions by the authors. Most of the books were donated to libraries in various countries. Some were transferred to the Anthropology Library at George Mason University and to the Smithsonian Institution’s John Powell Library.

The processing archivist would like to thank David H. Price and intern Blair Smith for
their help in processing this collection.

This collection was processed with the assistance of a Wenner-Gren Foundation Historical Archives Program grant awarded to David H. Price.
Series Description and Container List

Series 1. Correspondence. 1952-2001
10 inches

This series contains Harris’ professional correspondence. The correspondence is arranged chronologically to adhere to Harris’ existing arrangement. Among his correspondents are Joseph Casagrande, Georges Condominas, Harold Conklin, Antonio de Figueiredo, Morton Fried, Elman Service, Julian Steward, Anisio Teixeira, Charles Wagley, and Eric Wolf.

See the appendix for an index of correspondents in this series. As the correspondence within the folders are arranged chronologically rather than by correspondent, a more detailed inventory of this series is also available to assist researchers in finding specific letters within each folder. Please consult with the reference archivist for the correspondence inventory.

Correspondence can also be found throughout the collection filed by subject.

Box 1

Off-Campus Before 1965 [1 of 2]
Off-Campus Before 1965 [2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1965, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1965, 2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1966]
Off Campus 1967

Box 2

[Correspondence 1968, 1 of 3]
[Correspondence 1968, 2 of 3]
[Correspondence 1968, 3 of 3]
[Correspondence 1969, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1969, 2 of 2]

Box 3

[Correspondence January 1970]
[Correspondence February 1970]
[Correspondence March 1970]
[Correspondence April 1970]
[Correspondence May 1970]
[Correspondence June 1970]
[Correspondence July 1970]
[Correspondence August 1970]
[Correspondence September 1970]
[Correspondence October 1970]
[Correspondence November 1970]
December, 1970
[Correspondence January 1971]
February, 1971
[Correspondence March 1971]
Correspondence April 1971
Correspondence May 1971
Correspondence June 1971
Correspondence July/August 1971
[Correspondence September 1971]
Correspondence October, 1971
Correspondence November, 1971
Correspondence December 1971
[Correspondence] January 1972

Box 4

February, 1972
[Correspondence March 1972]
[Correspondence April 1972]
[Correspondence] May 1972
[Correspondence] June 1972
[Correspondence August 1972]
[Correspondence September 1972]
[Correspondence October 1972]
[Correspondence November 1972]
[Correspondence December 1972]
1973
1974
1975 [1 of 2]
1975 [2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1976]
[Correspondence 1977]

Box 5

[Correspondence 1978]
[Correspondence 1979]
[Correspondence 1980]
[Correspondence 1981]
[Correspondence 1982 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1982 2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1983 Spring]
Box 6

Correspondence 1983/84 Fall Spring
Correspondence 1984/1985 [Fall/Spring]
Correspondence 1985-1986 [Fall/Spring]
Correspondences Fall 1986
[Correspondence 1987]
1988 Letters

Box 7

[Correspondence 1989]
[Correspondence 1990, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1990, 2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1991, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1991, 2 of 2]

Box 8

[Correspondence 1992, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1992, 2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1993, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1993, 2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1994, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1994, 2 of 2]

Box 9

[Correspondence 1995, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1995, 2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1996]
[Correspondence 1997, 1 of 2]
[Correspondence 1997, 2 of 2]
[Correspondence 1998]

Box 10

[Correspondence 1999]
[Correspondence 2000]
[Undated Correspondence]
[Messages and notes]
6.25 linear feet

This series contains Harris’ research materials, including his field notes, research proposals, and research related correspondence. There are no research notes from his research in Chimborazo, Ecuador and Arembepe, Brazil in this series, however, related photographs can be found in Series 9. Photographs.

SUBSERIES: BRAZIL
This subseries documents his dissertation research and his research on racial categorizations. Files include his research proposals, field notebooks, drafts of a paper on Brazil, questionnaires, and drawings from his racial categorization research. Also in this subseries are Charles Wagley’s Brazil-related correspondence with Harris and other individuals. Folders are arranged chronologically. See also Series 9. Photographs.

SUBSERIES: FOODWAYS
Research files on food preferences and food taboos. Folders are arranged alphabetically by title. See also Series 4. Professional Activities for files relating to the Wenner-Gren symposium Harris organized on Food Preferences and Aversions. Folders are arranged alphabetically.

SUBSERIES: INDIA (SACRED CATTLE)
In his article, “The Cultural Ecology of India’s Sacred Cattle (1966), Harris hypothesized that the Hindu taboo of eating cattle was a result of economic and environmental factors in India. This subseries documents the debates surrounding the controversial theory and includes his statistical analysis, notes from his field research in India in 1967, correspondence, and papers and articles by others on the subject. This subseries also contains Harris’ collection of Indian wall calendar art that he refers to in Good to Eat (1998, 49); one is similar to the drawing that accompanied “India’s Sacred Cow” in Human Nature Magazine. Folders are arranged alphabetically.

SUBSERIES: MCKINSEY
In the early 1990s, Harris served as a consultant to McKinsey & Company, Inc., working on a globalization research project for McKinsey Global Institute. Harris served as co-manager on the project with William W. Lewis. This subseries contains correspondence, drafts of several manuscripts, Harris and Lewis’ article “Why Globalization Must Prevail.” Folders are arranged alphabetically.

SUBSERIES: MOZAMBIQUE
This subseries documents Harris’ 1956-57 field research on forced labor in Mozambique as well as his continued interest in the Mozambique liberation movement. Materials include questionnaires, field notes, research notes, correspondence with Eduardo Mondlane, and correspondence and photographs from Jaime Sigauke. For more materials on the Mozambique liberation
movement, see Series 1. Correspondence and Series 5. Name Subject Files for correspondence with Antonio de Figueiredo. Folders are arranged chronologically.

SUBSERIES: VIDEOTAPE RESEARCH
Harris experimented with using videotape recordings as an etic approach to collecting ethnographic data during the 1960s and 1970s. This subseries mainly contains his research for his National Science Foundation (NSF) funded project “Patterns of Authority and Subordination in Low-Income Urban Domiciles.” For the study, video cameras were set up in the homes of two Caucasian and two African American families in New York City for two to four weeks. The families were filmed and monitored 24 hours a day. Harris and his team of assistants reviewed the recordings and coded the families’ actions. This subseries contains research on equipment, NSF proposals, coding sheets, data analysis, and project reports by Harris and Anna Lou Dehavenon. There is also a folder containing notes from a study on Macy’s Santa Claus that one of Harris’ students conducted for a seminar he taught at Columbia University; the seminar focused on using video cameras for ethnographic research. An open reel tape from the study was transferred to the Human Studies Film Archives. Folders are arranged chronologically.

SUBSERIES: OTHER RESEARCH
Contains notes and papers on various topics. Also included is a folder titled, “[Weirton Steel research],” which contains Harris’ research proposal, “Community constraints on employee ownership: the case of Weirton Steel;” the study was never carried out. Folders are arranged alphabetically.

Box 10 (continued)

Subseries: Brazil

Bahia Project 1949-1950-1951 Columbia University
[Charles Wagley’s Brazil correspondence] 1949-51

Wagley’s correspondence about Brazil during late 1940s and early 1950s; some from Harris to Wagley

Daily Notes I – Rio de Contas 1950
Daily Notes II – Rio de Contas circa 1950
IV [Brazil] circa 1950s

Includes notes on folk science, agriculture, race
Life Histories circa 1950s

Box 11
I. Reading Digest, Seminar Notes, Travel Notes circa 1950
[Manuscript on Brazil] circa 1950s
Plantation circa 1950s
   Part of above manuscript
[Manuscript on Salvador] circa 1950s
   In Portuguese
[“Exposição de Motivos No. 1” by Thales de Azevedo] 1955
   Research proposal? In Portuguese
A Background Report on Brazil by Charles Wagley and Marvin Harris 1959
Korvette Foundation 1962-63
   About Columbia University program; also 1962 project proposal submitted by Harris
Brazil, 1964 & 1965 1965-67
   Includes correspondence
Brazil 1965 1964-65
   Includes correspondence
Race Project
   Summary of instrument used by Susana Bouquet in her study of Puerto Rican attitudes toward other racial groups

Box 12

[Brazil correspondence] 1990, 1992-93
[NSF grant for “Color-Race Categories and ‘Racial’ Discrimination in Brazil”] 1990-92
Brazil Receipts 1992
[Questionnaire filled out by Marvin Harris]
[Maps of Rio de Contas]
[Statistics] 1992, undated
Referential Ambiguity
   Postcard from Mike
[Responses to race cards]
[Race drawings transparencies]

Box 13

Original ink on vellum drawings
[Responses to race drawings by Americans]

Series 2. Research 19
[Notes on race project]
[Papers on race in Brazil, 1 of 3]
[Papers on race in Brazil, 2 of 3]
[Papers on race in Brazil, 2 of 3]

Subseries: Foodways

Better to Eat
Cannibalism
Food: Especially meat

**Box 14**

[Food research]
*Includes correspondence*
Holy Beef & Abominible Pig BGR
Horse
Insects
Meat [1]
Meat [2]
Milk
Pets Pets
Pig Pig

**Box 15**

Subseries: India (Sacred Cattle)

[Computer sheets – India statistical analysis] 1979

*See Oversize Box*
Cow [1]

[Grant application for cattle research]
*Partial application to Guggenheim Foundation*
The Great Sacred Cow controversy, Edited by Marvin Harris [1 of 4]
The Great Sacred Cow controversy, Edited by Marvin Harris [2 of 4]
The Great Sacred Cow controversy, Edited by Marvin Harris [3 of 4]
The Great Sacred Cow controversy, Edited by Marvin Harris [4 of 4]
India

**Box 16**
[Indian wall calendars]

See Map Drawer
[Notebook containing notes on cattle]
Most likely notes from field work in India
[Notes on cattle]
Outline – [Cattle in India]
[Papers and articles on cattle, 1 of 3]
[Papers and articles on cattle, 2 of 3]
[Papers and articles on cattle, 3 of 3]
Sacred Cow
[Sacred Cow controversy, 1 of 2] 1978-82, undated

Box 17

[Sacred Cow controversy, 2 of 2] 1978-82, undated
Sacred Cow, Food or Folly? Science World Oct. 12, 1967

Subseries: McKinsey

[Drafts for McKinsey project]
McKinsey
[McKinsey globalization project, 1 of 3]
Includes copy of consulting agreement, correspondence, “Cultural Differences and the Globalization Process”, and drafts
[McKinsey globalization project, 2 of 3]
[McKinsey globalization project, 3 of 3]

Box 18


Subseries: Mozambique

Mozambique Interviews circa 1956
[Field notes] circa 1956
Curandeiros circa 1957
Field notebook
[Questionnaires]
Book #1
Notes on colonial policies
[Reading notes]
[Reading notes and interview]

Series 2. Research
[Mozambique contacts, notes, and identity cards]
[Mozambique notes, papers, and maps]

*Includes student paper by Anthony Leeds and letter from A. Rita Ferreira*

**Box 19**

[Mozambique & Mozambique] 1963-72, undated
Mozambique 1965-68

*Includes correspondence from Eduardo Mondlane and Jaime Sigauke; also photos by Jaime Sigauke*

Subseries: Videotape Research

[NSF research proposal – “Techniques for Actonic Analysis”] circa 1966
[Research projects using film to record naturally unfolding behavior] 1967
[Macy’s Santa Claus study]

*Research project by one of Harris’ student for his seminar at Columbia University; interview forms; open reel video transferred to Human Studies Film Archives*

[NSF research proposal – “Patterns of Authority and Subordination in Low Income Urban Domiciles”] 1970, 1972

Analysis Family A.B. Tapes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 circa 1972
[Harris – Analysis Family AB, tapes 8, 37-40] circa 1972

**Box 20**

[Harris – Analysis Family AB, tapes 40-43] circa 1972
[Harris – Analysis Family AB, tapes 43-48] circa 1972
[Miriam Kaprow – video observation notes] circa 1972
[Charlene Brintnall observation sheets, tapes 29-32] circa 1972
[John Kresieski – observation sheets and notes] circa 1972
[Salvadore observation sheets, 1 of 2] circa 1972
[Salvadore observation sheets, 2 of 2] circa 1972
[Observation sheets, tapes 23-33, 1 of 2] circa 1972

**Box 21**

[Observation sheets, tapes 23-33, 2 of 2] circa 1972
Computer sheets – Family MV 1973

*See Oversize box*
[Grant application – “Property Ownership and Family Social Behavior”] 1974
[Time allocation in a Puerto Rican Family] circa 1975
[Paper by Harris on videotape study]
[Hierarchical Behavior in Domestic Groups: A Videotape Analysis]
Report by Harris and Anna Lou Dehavenon Equipment

Box 22

Subseries: Other Research

Anti-Postmodernism
   Includes correspondence
   [Anti-postmodernism, 1 of 2]
   [Anti-postmodernism, 2 of 2]
Applied [anthropology]
Research for textbook
[Assorted notes]
Handwritten notes by Harris on various readings and topics, including emic and etic, epistemology, definition of science, feminism, infrastructure determinism, and language
Camelot
Consultant Firms – Industrial Anthropology Group
Creationism
Includes letter from Jon Marks
[Culture – notes]
[Eight Myths of Race]
[Ethnicity – notes]
[Feminist anthropology – notes]
[Genetics – notes]
[Harris’ thoughts on needed research directions]

Box 23

Heart
Hi tech how
   Research for paper: includes letters by Kent MaDougall and drafts for two papers by Harris
History of Theory
[Infant mortality rate differences]
Longevity Gap
   Includes research and proposal for project
Marquardt & Structural Archaeology

Series 2. Research
[Modes of production and reproduction – notes]
[The National Assembly of Religious Women]
[Notes on Borofsky volume]
  *Assessing Cultural Anthropology*
[Notes on Seymour Melman’s paper, “An Economic Alternative to the Arms Race: Conversion from Military to Civilian Economy”]
[Notes on *The State of America* by Lawrence Mischel & David Frankel]
[Notes on William Shaw’s *Marx’s Theory of History*]

**Box 24**

Plug
Population Data 1965
Race book [1 of 2]
Race book [2 of 2]
[Religion – notes]
[Research for update to The Rise of Anthropological Theory?]
Simon Fraser PSA Dept 1970
Smoking–Joel Cohen
Sociobiology
State
[Summer Institute of Linguistics]
Trial by Conglomerate 1981-83
  *Includes letter from Tom Belmonte*
[Universities and ideological struggle – notes]

**Box 25**

Utah
  *Papers by colleagues in Utah*
[Weirton Steel research]
  *Contains Harris’ research proposal*
[Yanomami protein debate timeline]

7.5 linear feet

This series contains Harris’ published articles, books, writing drafts, unpublished writings, contracts, and correspondence regarding his publications.

See also Series 2. Research for notes, drafts, and research for his publications and Series 4. Professional Activities for his lectures and conference papers. Series 10. Computer Files also contains drafts of his publications.

SUBSERIES: CONTRACTS AND CORRESPONDENCE
Arranged chronologically

SUBSERIES: ARTICLES
Arranged alphabetically

SUBSERIES: BOOKS
This subseries contains copies of Harris’ books, many of which were published in different languages, as well as correspondence, reviews, and advertisements. The books are stored offsite. Arranged alphabetically

SUBSERIES: UNIDENTIFIED AND UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS
It is possible that the manuscripts identified as unpublished may have been published under a different name. Arranged alphabetically

Box 25 (continued)

Subseries: Contracts and Correspondence

Random House 1962-68, 1988
Grolier 1963, 1965
Prior to 1963 [Correspondence] 1962
1963 [Correspondence] 1964 [Correspondence]
Includes correspondence with Conrad Arensberg,
Peter Farb, Alexander Lesser, and Karl Wittfogel
Correspondence Publications 1965
Includes correspondence about conference papers
Corresp[ondence] Publications – 1966
Also regarding other people’s publications,
invitation to conference

Box 26

Series 3. Writings
Corresp[ondence] Publications – 1967
Publications 1968
Harris Requests for Reprints 1970-74, 1997, undated
Also comments and criticisms
Harper & Rowe correspondence 1980-81
[Copyright Clearance Center] 1998

Subseries: Articles

[Published articles - # and A]
[Published articles – B]
[Published articles – C]
[Published articles – D]
[Published articles – E]
[Published articles – G]
[Published articles – H]
[Published articles – I]

Box 27

[Published articles – L]
[Published articles – M]
[Published articles – N]
[Published articles – O]
[Published articles – P]
[Published articles – R]
[Published articles – S]
[Published articles – T]
[Published articles – W]

Anti-Despres C.A. 1968 9: 20-21
Harris’ response to “Anthropological Theory, Cultural Pluralism, and the Study of Complex Societies” by Leo A. Despres

Anti-Kristol 1969 N.Y. Time Magazine 1968

Binford 1965-1966
Papers and letters relating to publication of papers presented at the “Symposium on Social Organization of Prehistoric Communities” at 1965 AAA meeting. Harris served as a discussant at the symposium.

[Comments and responses to other people’s articles]
[Cultural Materialism]: Alarums & Excursions – Notre Dame Press 1985
[Cultural Materialism is Alive and Well and Won’t Go Away Until Something Better Comes Along] Accessing Anthropology 1990, 1994, undated
[Determinants of Bovine Sex, Age, and Species Ratios in Kerala and All-India]

Box 28

Do We Want to Understand Each Other  undated
Includes letter from David Burt

Evolution of Gender Hierarchies
Sex and Gender Hierarchies book and gender papers 1993-94
Furlow – [The Teaching of Anthropology]
“Anthropology Needs Holism; Holism Needs Anthropology”

History and Ideological Significance of the Separation of Social and Cultural Anthropology

[Individual Versus Group Selection: A Non-Problem for Cultural Anthropology]
Preliminary draft for volume on war edited by Brian Ferguson, possibly Warfare, Culture and Environment 1959-60

[Labour Emigration Among the Mocambique Thonga]

Natural History
Human Strategy columns in Natural History Magazine 1976-77

[“Population, Warfare and the Male Supremacist complex” – comments]
Portugal’s Contribution to the Underdevelopment of Africa and Brazil
Proposal for a monthly column, The Human Strategy

Box 29

Race and Class in Rural Brazil
Race IESS 1968
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences entry on race 1959

[Reviews by Harris]

Review of Child of the Dark. SR. 1962
Review of Una Comunidade Rural de Brasil Antigo. Lycurgo Santos Filho HAHR 195?
Review of Donald Pierson, Cruz das Almas, HAHR 1952
Review of Eat Not This Flesh – Simoons, A.A. 1963
Review of James Duffy Portuguese Africa 1959
Review of Klein
  Review of “Slavery in the Americas: A Comparative Study of Virginia and Cuba”
Review of Lewis, Pedro Martinez 1964
Review of Malinowski – A Diary etc. N.H. 1968: 72-74
Review of Service, A Profile of Primitive Culture, 1959?
Review of Stinchcombe. Constructing Social Theories. A.A. 1969
  [Review of The Underclass by Ken Auletta] 1982
Review of Vassouras. Stanley Stein, American Historical Review 1958
Social Forces 1992-93
  “Who are the Whites?”
Social Forces Reply to Telles 1993-95

Subseries: Books

America Now
  6 books (English – first edition and advance uncorrected proofs, Italian, 2 in Japanese); Stored off-site (Box 1)
  [America Now/Why Nothing Works]
Richard Hartzell
  Correspondence regarding production of television documentary series based on America Now
Cannibals and Kings
  10 books (English, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, German, French, Spanish, Italian); Stored off-site (Box 1)
Cows, Pigs, War and Witches
  8 books (English, Spanish, German, Portuguese,
Korean, Japanese, Chinese, Polish); Stored off-site (Box 3)

Cows, Pigs, War and Witches 1974-1976, undated

Cultural Anthropology
10 books (1st-5th editions English, German, Spanish - 2nd edition, Lithuanian, Chinese – 1st edition, Italian – 2nd edition); Stored off-site (Box 4)

[ Cultural Anthropology ]
Corrections, figures, 3/4th editions

Box 30

[ Corrections to instructor’s manual for 3rd edition ]
Cultures to accompany Cultural Anthropology, 3rd edition

[ Book cover for Cultural Anthropology ]
[ Poster advertisement for Cultural Anthropology ]
See Map Folder

Miscellaneous CA2
[ Responses to review questionnaire ]
[ Author questionnaire ] circa 1994
[ Student reviews ]

Cultural Materialism
7 books (English – 1st edition & updated version, Japanese – 2 volumes, Korean, Chinese, Italian); Stored off-site (Box 1)

Reviews of Cultural Materialism

[ Cultural Materialism ]

Culture, People, Nature
13 books (English – 1st-7th editions, Chinese – 6th edition, Spanish – 3rd-6th editions, Italian – Physical anthropology section of 6th edition) 1st edition published as Culture and Man; 1st edition inscribed to Charles Wagley by Harris; 6th edition annotated (not by Harris); Stored off-site (Box 2)

Outline: IGA
Letters relating to Introduction to General Anthropology Culture, People, Nature?


Correspondence, reviews, and corrections


[ Culture, People, Nature ], 4e Permissions
Box 31

[Figures for publication in Culture, People, Nature]
  *Most likely edition 7*
Death, Sex, and Fertility
  2 books (English and Spanish); *Stored off-site (Box 4)*
[Death, Sex, and Fertility]
[Draft of Death, Sex, and Fertility]
Emics and Etics: The Insider/Outsider Debate
  1 book; *Stored off-site (Box 4)*
[Emics and Etics: The Insider/Outsider Debate]
Food & Evolution
  1 book; *Stored off-site (Box 4)*
Food & Evolution
  1986-88, undated
Temple Correspondence
  *Food & Evolution*
Good to Eat
  6 books (English, Italian, Spanish, German, Japanese, Hebrew); *Stored off-site (Box 4)*
Good to Eat

Box 32

Good to Eat – Introduction
  *Handwritten draft*
Minorities in the New World
  1 book; *stored off-site*
[Royalty statement for Minorities in the New World] 1972
Nature of Cultural Things
  1 book (Portuguese); *Stored off-site (Box 4)*
Our Kind
  7 books (English, Hebrew, German, Spanish, Italian, Korean, Dutch); *Stored off-site (Box 3)*
Our Kind
Jefes, cabecillas, abusones
  *Abridged version of Our Kind in Spanish, published by Alianza 1993*
Pattern of Race in the Americas
  1 book; *Stored off-site (Box 4)*
Walker & Co.
  *Correspondence regarding Pattern of Race in the Americas* 1962-66
Curtis Brown
  *Correspondence regarding Pattern of Race in the* 1964-65
Americas

Box 32

The Rise of Anthropological Theory
6 books (English – 1971 & 2001, Italian, Spanish, Malay – 2 volumes); Stored off-site (Box 3)
TRAT Comment
C.A. Book Review 1968
[Comments for Current Anthropology on The Rise of Anthropological Theory]
C.A. Review Correspondence 1968, 1970
[TRAT – Citation Classic commentary] 1990-91
Theories of Culture in Postmodern Times
2 books (English and Spanish): Stored off-site (Box 1)
[Review of Theories of Culture in Postmodern Times]
Town and Country in Brazil
1 book; Stored off-site (Box 1)
[Town and Country in Brazil]
Includes Portuguese translation by Simon Mayo
War: The Anthropology of Armed Conflict and Aggression
2 books (English and Japanese); Stored off-site (Box 1)
[Reviews of War and Nature of Cultural Things]
[Reviews for Cannibals and Kings, America Now, and Good to Eat]
[Notes on domestic sales] circa 1989
[Altamira ads for books]

Subseries: Unidentified and Unpublished Manuscripts

Anthropology of Racial Prejudice – unfinished
[Cow Lover, Wife Stealer, Pig Killer: An Anthropological Odyssey]
Outline for proposed book?

Box 33

Culture Energy
[Ethnomania – contents, preface, and first chapter]
Manuscripts
Mix of handwritten notes and manuscripts on race relations in Brazil and energy systems
[Proposal for book on multiculturalism]  
Possibly *Ethnomania*  
[Unidentified papers]  
[Unpublished, 1 of 2]  
Possibly published under a different name or conference papers  
[Unpublished, 2 of 2]  
Possibly published under a different name or conference papers

**Series 4. Professional Activities. 1960-1999**

3 linear feet, 19 cassette tapes, 1 7” sound reel, and 3 vinyl records

This series contains Harris’ professional organization, conference, and invited lecture files. Materials include his lecture notes, conference papers, and files relating to conference sessions and symposiums that he organized, most notably his AAA session on Anthropology and War and his Wenner-Gren symposium on Food Preferences and Aversions.

**SUBSERIES: AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION**  
This subseries contains AAA memos and conferences files, which include his conference papers and materials relating to sessions he organized. Of special interest are his planning files for the Symposium on Anthropology and War that he organized with Morton Fried and Robert Murphy for the 1967 annual meeting and the associated publication by Natural History Press. Participants were Alexander Alland, Paul Bohannan, Jr., C. R. Carpenter, Napoleon Chagnon, Stanley Diamond, Ralph Holloway, Frank Livinstone, Margaret Mead, Seymour Melman, Benjamin Paul, Elman Service, Sol Tax, Frederick P. Thieme, Andrew P. Vayda, and Anthony Wallace. The files also include correspondence with Theodosius Dobzhansky, who withdrew from the symposium due to conflicts with Frank Livingstone, Konrad Lorenz, and Robert F. Kennedy. Also in this subseries are materials relating to postmodernism in anthropology and controversy surrounding Dennis Tedlock and Barbara Tedlock’s editorship of *American Anthropologist*. There is little material documenting Harris’ work as president of the General Anthropology Division of AAA.

**SUBSERIES: ASSOCIATION FOR BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS**  
This subseries documents Harris’ relationship with behavioral analysts and the Association for Behavioral Analysis (ABA). During the 1980s, cultural materialism became increasing influential in behavioral science research. He was invited to give an address at the 1987 ABA annual conference and served as a discussant at an ABA symposium in 1991. This subseries contains a transcript of his address as well as correspondence with behavioral analysts.
SUBSERIES: WENNER-GREN
This subseries primarily contains materials relating to the Wenner-Gren “Food Preference and Aversions” Conference organized by Harris and Eric Ross in 1984. Files include correspondence and written transcripts of proceedings. A photo of conference participants is in Series 9. Photographs.

SUBSERIES: OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
This subseries contains memos and letters from organizations other than AAA, ABA, and Wenner-Gren.

SUBSERIES: CONFERENCES AND LECTURES
This subseries contains materials on conferences (excluding AAA, ABA, and Wenner-Gren meetings) that Harris attended. Files include papers he presented; lecture invitations; lecture advertisements; and lecture notes and transcripts. This subseries also contains audio recordings of his lecture “Levi-Strauss an Open and Shut Case” and his 1981 WRKO Talk Radio 68 interview.

Box 33 (continued)
Subseries: American Anthropological Association

Box 34
[Anthropology and War symposium] 1967-68
   Includes correspondence with participants and Theodosius Dobzhansky
Symposium on War 1967-68
   Includes correspondence with participants and Konrad Lorenz and Robert Kennedy
[AAA session proposals] 1968-74
[AAA annual meetings] 1970, 1974-75
[AAA session – “The Anthropology of Gender Hierarchies”] 1985
[AAA session paper – “Post-processual Archaeology: The Mentalization of Prehistory”] 1987
[Papers from AAA session on Amazon Ecology] 1987
   Harris was a discussant
[AAA session paper – “Emics and Etics Revisited”] 1988
Anti-Anti Science Papers [1 of 2] 1989
   Session organized by Harris

Series 4. Professional Activities
Box 35

Anti-Anti Science Papers [2 of 2]
Peace Dividend [AAA conference] 1990

*Harris was a discussant*

[AAA session – Central Themes in the Teaching of Anthropology] 1990

Compilation of introductory remarks and papers presented at symposium at AAA on teaching of anthropology, edited by Conrad Kottak; Harris gave introduction at session and was a discussant

Dist. Lecture Bib 1991
Includes draft and published version of "Anthropology and the Theoretical and Paradigmatic Significance of the Collapse of Soviet and East European Communism"

[AAA – Charles Wagley session] 1992
[AAA] Romney vs. Tedlock 1994
Controversy over new direction of AA under new editors; also includes materials from 1994 AAA meeting

“Anthropology between Science and Humanities” session at AAA meeting; also papers from other sessions?

Philadelphia Demography 1998

Box 36

[AAA session – “Does War Have Any Future?”] 1999
“Does War have any Future? Insights from a Century of Anthropological Research”

[AAA] Race

Subseries: Association for Behavior Analysis

[ABA correspondence and papers, 1 of 2] 1982-87
[ABA correspondence and papers, 2 of 2] 1982-87
ABA [1] 1986, undated
Includes draft and transcribed copy of his invited address at 1986 ABA conference

[Symposium on “The Integration of Cultural Materialism and Behavior Analysis”] 1991
Harris served as discussant

Subseries: Wenner-Gren

Wenner Gren  1963-64
Food conference  1983
[Papers for food preference symposium]  1983
[Tapes logs of symposium on Food Preferences and Aversions]  1983

Box 37

Wenner-Gren Symposium 94, Food Preferences and Aversions Conference Tapes  1983
18 cassette tapes – tapes 1-10, 12-15, 18-21; See Box 81
[Transcriptions of discussions at Wenner-Gren conference]  1983

Subseries: Other Associations

African Aid & Legal Defense Fund  1966-68
AID  1963
Agency for International Development
New York Academy of Sciences  1963
Society for Applied Anthropology  1963-67

Subseries: Conferences

Meetings  1963-70
Letters and programs
“Adaptation, Function, Selection in Cultural and biological Evolution”  1960
Paper read before the Division of Anthropology, New York Academy of Sciences, 24 October 1960
Correspondence Lectures – Before 1965  1961-1964
Conference on Area Studies – L. Gray Cowan  1963
Invitation to conference
Moscow-Madrid Conference  1964
7th International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Science; “Logical Physical Functional Requisites as a Method for Avoiding the Subjectivism of the Ethnographic Observer in Cultural Anthropology”; Harris canceled trip to conference
Social Science Research Council  
*Conference on Inter-Group Relations*  

**Box 38**

Corresp[ondence] Lectures 1965  
Corresp[ondence] Lectures 1966  
Corresp[ondence] Lectures 1967 & 68  

Institute of University Studies – Transcription 1967  
*Transcription of lecture 6, Anthropology 201 – history of anthropological theory given by Marvin Harris*  

College Courses Recorded by World Famous Teachers  
*Record album by Institute for University Studies; 3 record set (16 2/3 rpm) with lectures for Anthropology 200 (lectures 28-30) and Anthropology 201 (lessons 4-9); Morton Fried listed as course instructor; associated with above transcription? See Oversize Box*  

**CWSC**  
*Central Washington State College symposium*  
[ Talks given at Central Washington State]  
[ Simon Fraser lecture]  
[ Thomas Alva Edison Foundation – “Technology & Society”]  
[ Rockland Community College lecture]  
[ Transcript of talk by Harris on the topic of smallness and bigness]  
[ Levi-Strauss and the Clam: An Open and Shut Case]  
*Notes and drafts of lecture*  
[ Sound recording of “Levi-Strauss and the Clam (an open and shut case)”]  
*7” reel; Dub-3 ¼ ips, ½ track, Tracks A & B; See Box 81*  

**L’Homme, Avril-Septembre 1976**  
*Journal contains “Structuralisme et Empirisme” by Claude Levi-Strauss with annotations by Harris*  

[ Poster for Marvin Harris’ Smith College Neal DeNood Memorial Lecture (March 6, 1978) – “Levi-Strauss and the Clam Shell: An Open and Shut Case”]  
*See Oversize Box*  

[ Transcription of talk by Edward O. Wilson & Marvin Harris at Smithsonian’s Resident Associate*
Program on sociobiology]
*Includes Wilson and Harris article in October 1978 issue of The Sciences*

**Box 39**

[ICRISAT conference notes] 1979

*See also Series 5. Name Subject Files*

[Transcript of Marvin Harris’ farewell lecture at Columbia] circa 1980

Invitations to conferences, seminars, etc. Fall, 1981

[WRKO TalkRadio 68 Marvin Harris interview 11/22/81] Audio cassette; *See Box 81*

[“Telling the Future” – Commencement address at University of Florida] 1984

**Spain**

*Oviedo, articles on Harris in Spain, pamphlet, and handwritten draft by Isabel Rodes?*

[Conferences in Holland] 1985, undated

*“Man and the Animal World” conference in Holland, also lecture he gave while in Holland for conference; papers from June 1987 conference on “Religious Regimes and State Formation” that Harris did not attend*

SAA meeting 1989

**Notes**

[Flier for lecture at American Museum of Natural History] 1989

*“Equality and Inequality between Men and Women Through the Ages: An Anthropological perspective”*

[International Conference on “Normal Living and Social Emergence during Adolescence”] 1989

[Conference on Political Violence] 1989

*Harris’ paper for conference “The Causes of Pre-State Warfare . . . “; Spanish response; letter on Spanish publication; see also “Articles P” in Series 3. Writings*

[UCLA symposium on Generative Anthropology: Origin and Representation] 1990

Harris gave keynote address

**Canaries** 1990

*Regarding invitation to Canary Islands for collaboration/presentation; also paper by Brian Byrne regarding Canary Island.*
Norway
Demographic Trap conference and invitation to give lecture 1991

Harris was invited to give luncheon address and participate in community round-table discussion 1991-1992

Anti-Pomo
1993 AAAS symposium – “The Objectivity Crisis: Rethinking the Role of Science in Society” organized by Congressman George E. Brown 1992-93

[Program for Black Brazil: Culture, Identity, Social Mobilization conference] 1993

Oviedo
Talk at University of Oviedo 1994-95

Spain 94
Letter, article, and translation of his paper 1994


[Paper for the International Symposium on the Brain and Society]
“Culture, Mind, and Evolution: A Materialist Synthesis” 1995

[1996 Congreso Internacional de Sciencias Sociales de America] 1994-95

Cornell
Invitation to speak at Cornell 1995-96


Box 40

[Explaining Global Human Diversity] 1997
NSF sponsored conference at University of Florida

[Dekalb College lecture] undated

[Behavioral Science in the North Conference program]
Harris was a featured speaker, “Ecology and Cultural Evolution” undated
Series 5. Name Subject Files

13 linear feet

This series contains files maintained by Harris with reference to his colleagues and students. The folders primarily contain unpublished papers; some contain correspondence. Folders comprised entirely of published papers were removed from the collection. Some prominent correspondents in this series include Napoleon Chagnon, Conrad Kottak, Claude Levi-Strauss, Darcy Ribeiro, and Karl Wittfogel. Also noteworthy is Harris’ file on Antonio de Figueiredo, which contains correspondence from the 1950s, during which he was exiled from Mozambique and escaped from imprisonment in Portugal to London. This series also contains correspondence from General Humberto Delgado, an important figure in the Portuguese liberation movement. Folders are arranged alphabetically by name.

Box 40 (continued)

Abel, Tom
Aberle, K.G.
Abruzzi, William
Acowitz, A.V.
Adams, Alice K.
Adams, Ken
Adams, Richard N.
Adelung, F.C.
Agar, Mike
Ahmad, Eqbal
[al-Madani, Mohammad]
Alland, Alexander
De Alencar, F.
Alperovitz, Gar
Altschuler, M.

Box 41

Amsbury, Clifton
Anderson, C.W.
Ansell, Na’Ama

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Apter, David E.
Arensberg, Conrad
Arnold, Douglas
Arocha, Jaime
Aspelin, Paul
Atran
Ayearst, Morley

Series 5. Name Subject Files
Ayres, Barbara
Ayres, Carmelita

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**

Azachi, Reuven

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**

de Azevedo, Thales
Baleé, Bill
Balikci, Asen
Ballonoff, Paul
Banks, Esther
Banton, Michael
Barlett, Peggy F.
Barnes, [Annie S.]
Barnett, Michael P. and Barbara
Barstow, Alan
Basile, David G.
Basso, Ellen

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**

Begler, Elsie
Bendix, Edward
Benet, Francisco

**Box 42**

Bennett, Jane M.

*Letter from Bennett to Napoleon Chagnon; See also “Ross, Jane”*

Berger, Allen H.
Berlin, Margalit
Bernard, H.
Bever, T.G.
Bianco, Bela
Bick, Georgeda
Bick, Mario
Bierstedt, Robert
[Biolsi, Thomas]
Blackstone, Richard
Blum, Harold F.
Boas, Franz
Bond, George
Bonner, Jeffrey
Bouquet, Susana
Bowers, Nancy
Boyd, David
Brazilian Embassy
Briggs, Jerome
Brintnall, Douglas E.
Brock, L.
Brownrigg, Leslie Ann
Brünukilds
Brush, Stephen

Box 43

Buckley, Walter
Bunge, Mario
Bunzel, Ruth
Burger, Henry G.
Burkhalter, Steve B.
[Burridge, K.O.]

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Byrne, [Bryan] [1 of 2]
Byrne, [Bryan] [2 of 2]
Cancian, Frank
Campbell, Joan
Carter, William E.
Cartwright, Dorwin
Castagno, A.A.
Cerf, Barry
Chagnon, N.

Letter and photograph by Chagnon of “Monou-tedi mourning the death of their headman”

Chamberlin, Taylor M.
Chase, Allan
Chibnik, Michael
Chen, Laisheng

Box 44

Chernela, [Janet]
Chodkiewicz, J.L.
Sanggoo Choe – exam
Cline, Howard F.
Cloak, F.T.
Close, Charles
Cohen, Myron
Cohen, Yehudi
Cole, John
Coleman, James S.
Coleman, Sam
Comitas, Lambros
Condominas, George
Box 45

Conklin, Harold C.
Conrad, Robert
Cornell, John B.

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Coult, Allan
Cramer, Eugenia
Crissman, Lawrence
Crowell, Thomas Y.
Crocker, William

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Cultural Awareness Training
Harris participated as a lecturer
Currier, Richard L.
Curry, Donald
Daly, Patricia

Box 46

D’Andrade, Roy G.
Darnell, Regna

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Davis, Richard S.

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Dehavenon, Anna Lou [1 of 3 folders]
Dehavenon, Anna Lou [2 of 3 folders]
Dehavenon, Anna Lou [3 of 3 folders]
Delgado, Humberto
De Ruvo, Vincenzo
DeWalt, Bille R.
DeWind, Adrian
Diamond, Sydney

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Diegues Junior, [Manuel]
Divale, William

Box 47

Doby, John T.
Dole, Gertrude E.
Donoghue, John D.
Dow, James
Driver, Harold E.
Du Bois, Hazel
Duffy, James
RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Edel, May
Edmondson, Janet
Edelman, Marc
Ehrenreich, Jeffrey
Ehrich, Robert W.
Eklund, Karl
Elwell, [Frank W.]
Ember, Melvin
Engren, Kristine
Epstein, David

Box 48

Erickson, Ed
Erickson, Paul A.
Erlich, Alex and Raymond Franklin
Espeland, Christine
Eubanks, Thomas H.
Fahim, Hussein M.
Faris, James C.
Feldman, Kerry D.
Ferber, Andrew S.
Ferguson, Brian [1 of 2]
Ferguson, Brian [2 of 2]
Fernandes, Florestan

Box 49

Figueiredo, Antonio
Figueiredo, Elisio
Figueiredo, Napoleao
Fischer, J. L.
Fisk, Milton
Flanders, Nicholas E.
Flem-Ath, Randy
Flores, Ornella

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Ford, Clellan S.
Ford, Joseph
[Forline, Louis]
Forman, Shepard
Franke, Richard
Frederiksen, Svend
Freedman, Michael P.
Freilich, Morris
Fried, Morton
Fried, Jacob
Fry, Robert E.
Fulop, Marcos

Box 50

Furet, Francois
Gall, Patricia L.
Gallagher, Patrick
Garrison, Vivian E.
Geertz, Clifford
Gellner, Ernest
Geoghegan, William
Gerber, Andrew
Ghani, Ashraf
Gillin, John
Glick, Nina
Glickman, Maurice
Göbel, Harald
Godoy, Ricardo
Goldberg, Harvey
Good, Kenneth [1 of 3]
Good, Kenneth [2 of 3]

Box 51

Good, Kenneth [3 of 3]

Movie script based on Into the Heart, (reproduction of script is restricted)
Goode, William J.
Goodenough, Ward
Goodman, David
Gordon, Mark H.
Gorlin, Peter
Gould, Charles A.
Gould, Harold A.
[Gravlee, Lance]
Greenberg, Joseph
Greenfield, Sydney
Greenhalgh, Susan
Green Revolution
Greenway, John
Greenwood, Davydd J.
Gregson, Ronald

Box 52
Gross, Daniel
Groves, Mary Ann
Grunloh, Ronald
Guilmet, George M.
[Gulati, Leela]
Hall, Sharon
Handelsman, Leonard
Hanke, Lewis
Harner, Michael
Harman, Gilbert
Harrison, Robert

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**

[Hartung, John]
Hays, Terence
Heider, Karl G.
Heinen H.
Hern, [Warren]
Hertz, Charles
Hewitt, Cynthia

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**

Heymont, Paul

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**

Hide, Robin
Hoben, Allan

**Box 53**

Hoffpauir, Robert
Holloway, Ralph
Hope, Richard O.
Hopkins, Elizabeth E.
Hopper, Kim
Hornstein, Harvey

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**

Horowitz, M.
Houser, G.
Houston, Laura

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**

Hutchinson, B.
Hymes, D. H.
Ianni, Octavio
Iberall, A. S.
ICRISAT
Iselin, Issak
Ishino, Iwao
[Iverson], Sheperd
Jacobson, Claire
Jacobson, Doranne
James, Warren

**Box 54**

Jay, Phyllis
Johnson, Allen
Johnson, Gary
Johnson, Orna
Johnson, Twig
Jones, Clive
Jones, Edward E.
Jones, Richard D.
Joseph, Suad
Kana, Alfred J.
Kane, Ron
[Kaprow, Miriam]
Katz, Dan
Katzer, Bruce
Keatinge, Elsie
[Kehl, Frank]
Kephart, M. J. [1 of 3]

**Box 55**

Kephart, M. J. [2 of 3]
Kephart, M. J. [3 of 3]
Kimball, Solon T.
Kirchoff, Paul
Kirsh, Sander
Klass, Morton
[Klor de Alva, J. Jorge]
Knight, Rolf
Kottak, Conrad
Krader, Lawrence

**Box 56**

Krech, Shepard
Kreniske, J.
Krimerman, Leonard
Krishnan, T. N.
Kroeber, Alfred
Kuklick, Henrika
RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Kunin, Carolyn
Kursh, Charlotte
Labrecque, Richard
Lanning, Edward
LaPointe, Jean
LaRuffa, Anthony
Lathrap, Donald
Lazar, Alan
Leacock, Eleanor

Box 57
LeClaire, Edward
Lee, Richard
Leeds, Anthony [1 of 3]
Leeds, Anthony [2 of 3]
Leeds, Anthony [3 of 3]
Leggett, John C.
Leibowitz, Lila
Lemay, Edna
Lesser, Alexander
Lett, Jim
Levi-Strauss, Claude
Includes a letter from Levi-Strauss to Harris

Box 58
Levine, Robert
Levins, Richard
Levy, Harry A.
Lewis, Judith
Livernash, Robert
Logan, Haven
RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Lomnitz, Larissa
Lopes, Juarez R.
Lord, Anthony
Lounsbury, Floyd
Lowenthal, David
Lowenthal, Mary
MacNeish, R. S.
McDowell, Nancy
McGarry, Marian
McGuiness, David
McHugh, Peter
McKnight, Robert K.
McVeigh, Malcolm
Magley, Paul
Maloney, Thomas J.
Mandelbaum, David
[Mann, Scott]

REstricted Until 2081
Manning, A.

REstricted Until 2081
Marano, Lou

Box 59

Marenco, E. K.
Martin, Paul S.
Martinez, Concepcion
Mathur, Prad
Maybury-Lewis, David
Mayntz, Renate
Mead, Margaret
Melman, Seymour
Meltzoff, Sarah
Metzger, Duane

REstricted Until 2081
Meyer, Michael
Milanich, Jerald T.
Miller, [Barbara]
Minge-Kalman, Wendy
Mintz, Sidney W.
Mitchell, William P.
Mondlane, Eduardo
Montagu, Ashley
Moore, Alexander
Morehouse, Ward
Morey, Robert
Morgan, Paul

Box 60

Morner, Magnus
Morren, George [1 of 2]
Morren, George [2 of 2]
Morse, Mary V.
Murphy, Robert
[Murray, Gerald]
Nag, Moni
Nair, K. Narayanan
Naraghi, Ehsan
Naroll, Raoul
Navarro, Vincente
Netto, A. Cid Loureiro
Newcomer, Peter
Newland, Kathleen
Newman, R
Newton, Esther
Nguyen, Quan
Nimuendaju, Curt

Box 61

Nugent, David
O’Connor, Noreen
Ong, Ai-Hwa
Opler, Marvin
Otterbein, Keith
Paredes, J. Anthony
Parsons, Eric

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Pasternak, Burton
Pelto, Pertti
Pendrell, Nan
Peranio, Roger
Peterson, Glenn
Pfeiffer, John
Pillai, A.K.B.
Pitkin, Harvey
Pivnick, Anitra
Plattner, Stuart
Plog, Fred
Polgar, Steven
Politica Externa Independente
Precourt, Walter
Premack, Ann
Preston, David
Prewitt, Terry J

Box 62

Price, Barbara
Price, David H. [1 of 2]
Price, David H. [1 of 2]
Price, Richard
Price, Thomas

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Primate Behavior
Prince, Howard
Protein-Advisory Group
Prowess, M.C.
Putnam, Carleton
Rabinovitz, Michele
Radon, Jenik
Rappaport, Roy
Rath, John
Reiss, Nira
[Reyna, S.P.]
Rhodes, Willard

Box 63

Ribeiro, Darcy
Ribeiro, Rene
Ricci, Kenneth
Riegelhaupt, Joyce
[Riner, Reed]
Rita-Ferreira, A.
Roche Labs
Rodinson, Maxime
Rodrigues, Jayme
Roosevelt, Anna
Rose, Dan
Rosen, Bernard
Rosillo, Schrader
Ross, Eric
Ross, Jane Bennett [1 of 3]

See also “Bennett, Jane M.”
Ross, Jane Bennett [2 of 3]

Box 64

Ross, Jane Bennett [3 of 3]
Rothman, Jack
Roufs, Timothy
Rouslin, A.H.
Rubel, Paula
Rus, Jan
Ruttan, Vernon
Ruyle, Eugene
[Ryan, Gery]
Safa, Helen  
Saler, Benson  
Sanders, Edith  
Sanders, William T.  
[Sandstrom, Alan]  
Sanjek, Roger (1)  
*Includes photos taken in Ghana in 1970*  
Sanjek, Roger (2)  

**Box 65**  

Santley, Robert  
Saucier, Jean F.  
Saxon, Peter  
Schachter, James  

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**  
Schaeffer, Joseph  
Schechter, E.  
Schein, Muriel  
Schmerhorn, R.A.  
Schiffer, Michael B.  
Schneider, Jane  
Schoepf, Brooke  
Schoff, Leonard H.  
Schusky, Ernest  
Schwab, William  
Schwartz, Theodore  
Schwartz, Tim  
Scott, Richard  

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**  
Seda, Eduardo  
Sexton, Lorraine  
Shankman, Paul  
Shapiro, Judith  
Shapiro, Warren  
Sharff, Jagna  
Sheldrake, Peter  
Sherman, Samuel  
Silverberg, James  
Simoons, Frederick  
Sipes, Richard  
Sio, Arnold  
Siskind, Janet  
Skinner, Elliott  

**Box 66**
Slater, Miriam
Smith, David B.
Smith, Jason
Smith, John David
Smith, Peter K.
Smith, William C.
Sokal, Robert
Sokolovsky, Jay
Solecki, Ralph
Sommerhoff, G.
Special Operations Research Field Office
Spector, Sarah
Staniford, Phillip
Stanton, Hazel
Stevenson, Robert F.
Stephans, Robert
Stewart, James
Stocking, George
Stoler, Ann
Stuart-Streuves
Strug, David
[Sudarkasa, Niara]

Box 67

Susser, Ioa
Suttles, Wayne
Swadesh, Morris
Swartzberg, Leon Jr.
Sweerer, Howard
Swigert, Stevenson
Tandron, Humberto
Tang, Mei-Chon
Tanner, Chris
Tavener, Christopher
Teixeira, Anisio
Television News WNET-13
Textor, Robert
Thibault, Theresa
Thomas, David
Thorpe, Manner
Tiger, Lionel
Tosi, Henry
Torry, William

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Truman, David
Turner, Brian
[Vaidya, Manish]
Valentine, Charles

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
Van Arsdale, Peter

Box 68

Vance, Carole
Vayda, A.P.
Veiga, Ubaldo
Veit, Lenore
Vela, Carlos
Vickers, William T.
Voegelin, C.F.
Voertman, Robert
Vogt, Evon
Voight, [Mary]
[Von Mering, Otto]
Wagley, Charles
Wasserstrom, Robert
Watson, James B.
Watts, Harold
Webb, Kempton
Weil, Jim
Weiler, Theodore

Box 69

Weiner, Judy
Weinstock, S. Alexander
Weiss, Gerald
Weitz, Jeannette
Wenkert, Eleonor
Westin, Alan
White, Benjamin
White, Douglas R.
Willis, William
Wilson, Charles
Wilson, Jim
Wittfogel, Karl
Wolf, Eric
Wolf, T.G.
Wormsley, William E.
Xiaotong, Fei

3.3 linear feet

This series contains Harris’ administrative and teaching files as professor at Columbia University and University of Florida. Harris taught at Columbia University from 1953 to 1980 and was at University of Florida from 1980 until his retirement in 2000. His students’ graded assignments and letters of references are restricted as well as some of his University of Florida faculty recruitment files. For more of his students’ files, see Series 5. Name Subject Files.

Harris’ activism in the 1960s at Columbia University is also documented in this series. Harris was one of the organizers of the Ad Hoc Teaching Committee on Vietnam and served as vice-chairman of Vietnam Facts, which later changed its name to Mass Media for Peace. Harris was also involved in the student protests of 1968 at Columbia University. In April of that year, students occupied five campus buildings to protest the university’s involvement in government wartime research and its controversial plans to build a gymnasium at Morningside Park. Harris was a member of the Ad Hoc Faculty Group, which was formed to act as mediators between the striking students and the administration. Violence erupted when the administration called in the police, which resulted in several people being injured and over 700 people arrested. Harris was one of the professors from the Ad Hoc Faculty Group standing between students and police in front of Fayerweather Hall, one of the occupied buildings. In his article, “Big Busts on Morningside Heights” (1968), Harris recounted the events of the protests and criticized the actions of the university administrators. He was one of the few faculty members that openly sided with the students. Materials from that time period include university memos, pamphlets, Harris’ oral history, and notes on Seymour Melman’s oral history. See Series 9. Photographs for photos from the protests.

The first three folders in this series are a few of Harris’ files as a student at Columbia University.

SUBSERIES: COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

SUBSERIES: UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
**Box 70**

Subseries: Columbia University

- Principles of Psychology by F.S. Keller and W.N. Schoenfeld 1947
- Linguistics
  - Presumably Harris’ notes as a student
- The Role of the Sexes in the West-African-Bahian Candomble
  - *Class paper by Harris, comments from Landes in appendix*
- Anth 1 – Class notes undated
- Anth CC 2 1962 1962
- History of Anthr. Theory 4103-4104 & 9325x 1963-65, undated

**Box 71**

- [Midterm exam for Anthropology V1002y Introduction to Cultural Anthropology] 1980
- Latin American Communities G4111y 1963
- Latin American Pre-field Class W4251y & W3066y 1964-65, undated
- Anth 22
  - *Course on race relations; includes typescript manuscripts on Mozambique and Latin America*
- Class – Race & Ethnic Relations 1964, undated
- Racial and Cultural Minorities W 4222Y 1965, undated
- [Student papers] 1969-71
- [Graded midterm exam] undated

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**
- Change of Grades & Grades 1964-65, 1970-71

**RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081**
- [Course related notes and reading lists] 1963, 1964, undated

**Box 72**

- [Staff and student rosters and class schedules] 1966-70, 1977-80, 1988, undated
- [Course rosters] 1969, 1978-80

Series 6. University
RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

[Students’ placement exams] 1969

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Latin American Institute 1961-66, undated
   Includes papers presented at 1965 Conference on Race and Class in Latin America During the National Period
Science Honors Program 1963-64
New York State Test 1964, undated
   Columbia examination committee material
New York College Proficiency Exam. Progr. 1965
N.Y. State Education Dept. 1965
University Seminar 1966, 1969
   Columbia University Seminar on Ecological Systems and Cultural Evolution; Harris participated in these meetings
Ode to Our Outgoing Chairman 1966
[Signatures for statement on Vietnam] 1966
[Columbia University Peace Information Network] 1966
Columbia Council for Research in the Social Sciences 1967
On Campus [correspondence] 1963-67

Box 73

   Includes letter from Chuck Wagley
Peace 1967-68
   Anti-Vietnam files, Vietnam Summer
Peace [1 of 2] 1967-68
   Anti-Vietnam; includes materials relating to Vietnam Facts, name later changed to Mass Media for Peace
Peace [2 of 2] 1967-68
[Columbia student protests, organized chronologically]
[Columbia student protests, organized by topic]
[Columbia student protests, 1 of 2]
[Columbia student protests, 2 of 2]
[Marvin Harris oral history interview] 1968 May 13
   Conducted by Columbia University; oral history on student protests; pages are missing
[Restrictions form for oral history interview?]
[Notes on Seymour Melman’s oral history interview on student protests]
Faculty (Gen) 1968

Faculty involvement in Columbia strikes: faculty signed petitions, faculty statements; meeting minutes; memos to faculty

**Box 74**

Exec. Com. Fac. 1968

*Executive Committee of the Faculty at Columbia*

JCDA 1968

*Joint Committee on Disciplinary Affairs, regarding Columbia strikes*

[Restructuring of graduate anthropology program at Columbia University] 1969, undated

“The School of International Affairs or How to Rule the Empire Without Almost Ever Firing a Shot” circa 1970

[Committee on Instruction, 1 of 2] 1977-78, undated

[Committee on Instruction, 2 of 2] un dated

[Timeline of Columbia Anthropology Department] undated

Student Recommendations A-E 1962-69

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Student Recommendations F-G 1962-67

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Student Recommendations H-K 1964-65

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Student Recommendations L-Q 1964-67

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Student Recommendations R-Z 1962-67

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Subseries: University of Florida

**Box 75**


[Ant 6038 papers and grades] 1986, undated

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

[Ant 6933 Seminar on Food Preferences & Avoidances] 1982

Bibliography requests 1982

Requests for bibliography from seminar on Food Preferences & Avoidances

Neur 1987-88

Theory seminar on Raymond Kelly's Nuer book

Series 6. University
Seminar 1993

Ant 6286 Contemporary Anthropology Theory

Contemporary Theory, Class Spring 1996

Contemporary Theories

[Course rosters]

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081


[Sample test questions] undated

[Student papers] 1988, 1998

[Qualifying exams, 1 of 2] 1996

[Qualifying exams, 2 of 2] 1997

Box 76

[Graduate Research Professor search committee, 1 of 3] 1982-1983

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

[Graduate Research Professor search committee, 2 of 3] 1982-1983

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

[Graduate Research Professor search committee, 3 of 3] 1982-1983

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

[Graduate Research Professor] Solicited – no 1982


RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Search Committee 1982-1983

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081

Curriculum review committee 1982

Wagley Teacher of the Year 1983

Teacher of the Year 1983, undated

[Department memos, letters, and e-mails] 1986-94, undated


[Profiles in Excellence – Graduate Research Professors] 1993

[Ballot] 1999

Ballot for president pro tempore of Division of Behavioral & Social Sciences and for Curriculum Committee

[Performance evaluation] 1999

[Faculty assignment report] 1999
Series 7. Biographical Files
5 inches

This series contains copies of Harris’ curriculum vitae; materials relating to his Freedom of Information Act requests to the CIA, FBI, and Department of State; articles about Harris; and articles that quote Harris or contain references to him.

Box 76 (continued)

Curriculum Vitae
Activities Report for Marvin Harris
[Interviews and articles on Harris]
[Newspaper articles and newsletters with references to Harris]
[Freedom of Information Act (1)]
[Freedom of Information Act (2)]

Series 8. Writings by Others
10 inches

This series contains articles and books by other people. Most of the materials either have annotations by Harris or were inscribed by the author. Although autographed books were removed from the collection, inscriptions were transcribed and photocopies of the more substantive inscriptions can be found in this series. Letters and notes found inserted in other books removed from the collection were separated and also placed in this series. In addition, this series contains letters from publishers requesting promotional comments on books (also removed from the collection) that they sent to Harris. Also in the series are student papers about Harris, Harris’ review of a paper under consideration for publication, and grant proposals sent to Harris to review. The grants proposals are restricted.

Box 77

[Book inscriptions]
[Inscribed articles]
[Articles annotated by Harris]
[Letters from publishers requesting promotional comments from Harris]
[Student papers on Harris, 1 of 2]
[Student papers on Harris, 2 of 2]
[Grant proposals]

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
[Review of papers under consideration for publication]

RESTRICTED UNTIL 2081
The following are notes that were separated from books. Most of the notes are by the book authors.

[Arocha, Jaime - America Negra - Expedicion Human - Junio 1991, No. 1]
[Arocha, Jaime and Nina S. de Friedemann - De Sol a Sol]
[Bourdieu, Pierre - Esquisse d'une theorie de la pratique]
[Burke, Charles - Aggression in Man]
[Arensberg, Conrad - note in We Don't Know How: An Independent Audit of What They Call Success in Foreign Assistance by William Paddock and Elizabeth Paddock]
[Crowhurst, John - Dead End]
[Davis, Michael G. - Ecology, Sociopolitical Organization, and Cultural Change on Southern Plains]
[Eldridge, Niles - Life in the Balance]
[Eldridge, Niles and Ian Tattersall - The Myths of Human Evolution]
[Ferguson, Esmond Silas - The Singularity of Man]
[Flap, Hendrik Derk - Conflict, loyalty, and violence]
[Gallant, Thomas W. - The Domestic Economy of Ancient Greece]
[Gladwin, Christina H. - Ethnographic Decision Tree Modeling]
[Goldberg, Steven - Why Men Rule]
[Greene, John C. - Darwin and the Modern View]
[Hunt, George - note in Merchants of Grain by Dan Morgan]
[Jorgensen, Joseph G. - Salish Language and Culture]
[Keller, Theodore W. - Marx's Truth and its Consequences]
[Lave, Jean - Problems in the Analysis of Relationship Term Use and A Decision-Model of Choice of Referential Relationship Terminology]
[Mercado, Jesus Ruvalcaba - Anales 1984 - Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Anthropologia Social]
[Moore, John H. - The Cheyenne Nation: A Social and Demographic History]
[Moreira Neto, Carlos de Araujo - A Politica Indigenista Brasileira Durante o Seculo XIX]
[Murray, Gerald - The Evolution of Haitian Peasant Land Tenure: A Case Study in Agrarian Adaptation to Population Growth]
[Reff, Daniel T. - Disease, Depopulation and Culture Change in Northwestern New Spain, 1518-1764]
[Robineau, Claude - Societe et Econome d'Anjouan (Ocean Indien]
[Soltis, Jonas F. - An Introduction to the Analysis of Educational Concepts]
[Watson, Richard - The Philosopher's Diet]
[Waldmann, Peter - Ethnischer Radikalismus]
[Wilden, Tony - The Imaginary Canadian]

Box 78

Books Annotated by Harris

Rappaport, Roy - Pigs for the Ancestors
Caetano, Marcello - Os Nativos Na Economia Africana
Murphy, Robert F. - The Dialectics of Social Life

10 inches

This series contains photographs of Harris, his family, friends, and colleagues as well as his research photos. Most were taken in Brazil and include images of festivals, Arembepe fishermen, towns, plazas, buildings, Sugar Loaf Mountain, and people at work. Photos of Brazilians from Harris’ racial classification project are also in this series. There are also copy prints of photos taken in Brazil circa 1910-20s and photos by Donald Curry and Pierre Verger. Verger was the photographer for Race and Class in Rural Brazil, however, none of the photos here were published in the book. This series also contains photos of peasants in Chimborazo, Ecuador as well as photos from India, Harris’ service in the Army, and the 1968 protests at Columbia University.

Please note that some of Harris photos were originally mixed together or in mislabeled folders. Consequently, there are many photos that are unidentified. It is also possible that some of his other photos are misfiled.

SUBSERIES: BRAZIL

SUBSERIES: ECUADOR

SUBSERIES: NON-RESEARCH

SUBSERIES: UNIDENTIFIED

Box 79

Subseries: Brazil

[Copy prints of Brazil photos from circa 1910-20s]
Portraits of a young girl, two young women; also class pictures; photos of a festival or parade; military drill team; and men, women and children carrying bundles on head in front of a church

Brasil photos [1 of 4] circa 1950s or 1960s
Images of natural landscape, boats and harbors, churches, cemetery, dwellings, buildings, plazas, streets, and aqueduct

Brasil photos [2 of 4]
Aerial views; festivals; processions; Rio de Janiero and Sugar Loaf Mountain; men ferrying
car across river; shoes, saddles & knives on display; wagon loaded with cargo; machine threshing sugar cane, and unidentified images

Brasil photos [3 of 4]
Images of Marvin Harris and his wife Madeline; also various images of individuals, people at outdoor market, children, sugar cane workers, man climbing palm tree, women doing laundry, and people on horses and mules

Brasil photos [4 of 4]
Enlarged copies of photos of aerial views and procession (see folder 2)
[Brazil negatives]
5 are negatives of the prints in "Brasil photos" folders; prints are not available for other 2 negatives
[Views of a town, Sugar Loaf Mountain, and river]
[Photographs by Pierre Verger]
[Photos by Pierre Verger – removed from frames]
Arembepe photos 1963
Mostly photos of fishermen at Arembepe beach
[Fishmen on beach in Arembepe – removed from frame]
Arembepe photos [taken by David Epstein]
3 prints, fishermen bringing catch onto shore and family with net full of fish
[Prints of village in Brazil by Donald E. Curry]
[Photographs of Brazilians for racial classification study]
[Photographs of Brazilians]
[Views of town and harbor]
[Photo postcard of Pina beach in Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil]
[Slides of Rio de Contas, Brazil]
Images of people, towns, and countryside.
Previously misidentified as Mozambique.
Corrected 12/12/2011.

Subseries: Ecuador

[Ecuador prints]
Photographs taken in Chimborazo province.
Includes images of little girls, men weaving poncho and fabric, man doubling wool thread for weaving, men carrying abas and manure, man repairing road, and views of Mount Chimborazo;

Series 9. Photographs
als
also photo of Allan Koloseike
[Ecuador negatives and 35 mm slides] 1960
Images of school children, Mt. Chimborazo,
quarry workers; prints available for only some ofthe negatives
[Ecuador photos by Allan Koloseike]
Photographs of musicians and Marvin Harris inRio Bamba and men on horseback at MountChimborazo
[Photographs of maps of Guano and Calpi, Ecuador]
  Servicio Graphico Militar

Subseries: Non-Research

[Harris' army photos] 1945-47
[Columbia University protests] 1968 April 29 - May 1
  Polaroid photos taken during 1968 student
  protests; includes photos of police presence on
  campus, man (possibly Harris) speaking at a rally
  at the Sundial, Harris (?) surrounded by reporters
  at St. Paul's Chapel and speaking at McMillin
  Theatre
[India negatives and 35 mm slides]
  Images of Harris and wife and a festival with
  elephants
[Marvin Harris sitting on couch with 2 men]
See Oversize Box
[Harris at lecture]
[Photos of Marvin Harris]
[Participants of Food Preferences and Aversions Symposium] 1983
[Personal photographs]
  Includes photos of two men holding up a fish, a
  lake, presumably taken in Maine, two little boys,
  and Mount Everest
[Small boats in harbor]
[Amsterdam School of Social Research] 1996
  Group photograph/holiday card

Subseries: Unidentified

[Unidentified slides, 1 of 2]
  Unidentified slides originally stored in slide box.
  Views of city and natural landscapes, cities,
builtngs, houses, mountains, beaches
[Unidentified slides, 2 of 2]
Unidentified slides originally stored in slide box.
The photos appear to have been taken in Africa and Latin America, presumably Brazil and other unidentified locales. Includes images of individuals, groups of people, cattle, wildlife, street festival (possibly Carnival), music and dancing, city and natural landscapes, buildings, and people]

[Unidentified prints]
Photos of woman picking from nut tree, man standing in field of crops, and cattle; man smoking a pipe; ethnographic field equipment

[Photos removed from frames - possibly taken in Mozambique]
Man playing xylophone (?), woman with baby on her back in a sling, and woman in ceremonial attire

[Unidentified negatives]
Town plazas, group of people with flag

15 - 3.50” floppy disks, 46 – 5.25” floppy disks

Harris’ computer files consist of 3.50” and 5.25” floppy disks. The disks primarily contains letters and drafts of his writings, most of which have been published. No thorough examination was made to determine if print outs of the electronic files are present in the collection. Includes drafts of publications, conference papers, drafts of his book on race, and his manuscript on globalization for McKinsey.

Late updated: August 16, 2013
Lorain Wang
Appendix. Index of Correspondents

The following is an index of the correspondents in Series 1. Correspondence. The dates refer to the folders in which associated correspondence can be found. In some cases, individuals that were the primary subject of a letter (usually a reference letter or request for a reference letter regarding the individual) were also indexed. Please note that correspondents may appear multiple times within a single folder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aas, Dagfinn</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott, Susan</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdallah, Belal</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelson, Philip H.</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstracts in Anthropology</td>
<td>April 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Richard N.</td>
<td>Before 1965 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad Hoc Committee, AA</td>
<td>July 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Anthropological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aksen, Howard S.</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, James</td>
<td>1968 [3 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Richard D.</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfonso, Alfonso</td>
<td>1991 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alin, Michael C.</td>
<td>1977; 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alker, Hayward R., Jr.</td>
<td>Jan. 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Mitch</td>
<td>1997 [2 of 2]; 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, P.S.</td>
<td>Feb. 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Raymond Jr.</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Wayne W.</td>
<td>June 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen-Mills, Susan</td>
<td>1983/84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al Madani, Mohamed</td>
<td>1988; 1990 [1 of 2]; 1991 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altamirano, Teofilo</td>
<td>1997 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altschuler, Milton</td>
<td>1967; 1969 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarado, Anita L.</td>
<td>1975 [2 of 2]; 1976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix. List of Correspondents

The American Academy 1965 [2 of 2]
American Anthropologist 1967; June 1971; 1985/86
American Ethnologist 1985/86
American Friends of Brazil June 1971
American Science Film Association 1965 [2 of 2]
Amicucci, Vincent 1968 [2 of 3]
Andersen, Raoul 1979
Anderson, Raymond August 1971
Anderson, Robert 1977
Anderson-Levitt, Kathryn M. 1995 [2 of 2]
Anfruns, Josep (Cota Zero) 1996
Annual Review of Anthropology 1975 [2 of 2]
Anthropology Newsletter 1982 [2 of 2]
Applebaum, Wilbur Jan. 1972; March 1972; May 1972
Appleman, Philip 1979
Archetti, Eduardo P. 1982 [2 of 2]
Armelagos, George 1990 [1 of 2]; 1992 [1 of 2]
Arnalsteen, Carl 1982 [2 of 2]
Arocha, Maria Mercedes 1988
Arrighi, Giovanni 1983/84
Arth, Malcolm 1967; 1968 [3 of 3]
Arutiuonov, Sergei 1995 [2 of 2]
Asforis, Harry 1997 [2 of 2]
Aspelin, Paul L. 1991
Atran, Scott 1974; 1975 [1 of 2]
Audet, Jules 1973
Aufrechter, Walter E. 1988
Aunger, Robert V. 1992 [2 of 2]
Averkieva, Yu undated
Aycock, D. Alan 1973
Ayer, Kenneth R. 1982 [2 of 2]
Azad, Nandini undated
Azumi, Koya 1983
B

Babbitt, Samuel F.  Before 1965 [1 of 2]
Babbitt, Susan  1999
Back, Kurt W.  1969 [2 of 2]
Bacon, Peter F.  undated
Bailey, Norman A.  1965 [1 of 2]
Balee, William  1984/85; 1987; 1988
Ball, Howard  1987
Banta, David  1973
Barbieri, Anna and Family  Sept. 1971
Barker, Paul  1975 [2 of 2]
Barlett, Peggy F.  1985/86; 1990 [1 of 2]; 1992 [1 of 2]
Barnes-Dean, Virginia Lee  1987
Barnett, Steve  1989
Barrett, Stanley R.  1993 [1 of 2]
Barroll, Martin A.  Jan. 1972
Barth, Fredrik  1993 [2 of 2]
Barton, Allen H.  1969 [2 of 2]
Bartos, Anna  1969 [1 of 2]
(Southwestern Journal of Anthropology)
Batalha, Luis  undated
Battin, Margaret P.  1969 [2 of 2]
Baxter, Shelton  1967
Bean/Cowpea CRSP  1985/86
Bean, Lowell J.  Nov. 1971
Becker, Ernest  Before 1965 [2 of 2]
Bedeschi, Giuseppe  1990 [2 of 2]
Beeney, A.W.J.  1967
The Behavioral and Brain Sciences  1983/84; 1993 [1 of 2]
Bela, Ramon  1976
Bell, Whitfield J., Jr.  1969 [1 of 2]
Bellow, Adam  1993 [1 of 2]
Belmonte, Tom  1991 [1 of 2]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beltran, Miguel</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belville, Lance</td>
<td>Oct. 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benade, Winifred H.</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benet, Francisco</td>
<td>Before 1965 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett, Anna</td>
<td>1968 [3 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett, John</td>
<td>1969 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson, Ronald E.</td>
<td>1991 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bentley, Eric</td>
<td>1969 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bentley, Margaret E.</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bentley, Peggy</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berg, Russell E.</td>
<td>1975 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berger, Allen</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkman, Sheila</td>
<td>1968 [2 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin, Brent</td>
<td>1969 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berman, Mark L.</td>
<td>1969 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernas, Kenneth</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernstein, Robert</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertrand, Andre</td>
<td>Before 1965 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Besmer, Freemont</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bevington, Elizabeth (Holland &amp; Knight)</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biglan, Anthony</td>
<td>1990 [1 of 2]; 1991 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billig, Michael</td>
<td>1980; 1987;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binford, Lewis R.</td>
<td>1965 [2 of 2]; 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binswanger, Hans P.</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop, John</td>
<td>1994 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The B.J.</td>
<td>1997 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, Cyril E.</td>
<td>1965 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanton, John A.</td>
<td>1983/84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloch, Alfred</td>
<td>Before 1965 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloom, Howard</td>
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<tr>
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<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1968 [1 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1975 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1969 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moerman, Daniel E.</td>
<td>1968 [3 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Before 1965 [1 of 2]; 1967; undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkhorst, Henk</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, Russel R.</td>
<td>1968 [2 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moran, Emilio F.</td>
<td>1990 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morehouse, Ward</td>
<td>1990 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Messages &amp; notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morner, Magnus</td>
<td>Before 1965 [2 of 2]; 1965 [1 of 2]; 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1975 [1 of 2]; 1976; 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1994 [1 of 2]</td>
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<tr>
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<td>1997 [2 of 2]</td>
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<tr>
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<td>1998</td>
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<td>1981</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1969 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1991 [1 of 2]</td>
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<tr>
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<td>1990 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1994; undated</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>1965 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1966</td>
</tr>
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<td>Name</td>
<td>Years/Notes</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1968 [3 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanda, Bikram N.</td>
<td>1994 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Feb. 1971</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>1979</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1984/85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1988</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1967</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Jan. 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1965 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1969 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Newsletter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsletter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyblom, Erik</td>
<td>Nov. 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nye, J.S.</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Oakes, Guy</td>
<td>1982 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Nov. 1972; 1981; 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1969 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1977</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1977</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1983/84; 1984/85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1992 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1984/85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1975 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1985/86</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1990 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrill, Don</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrin, Steven W.</td>
<td>Jan. 1971; June 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pessarrodona, Marta</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters, Lyn J.</td>
<td>Nov. 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson, Glenn Thomas</td>
<td>July 1970; May 1972; 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson, John H.</td>
<td>1982 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips, James (Current Anthropology)</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips, Kevin</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1983/84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Nov. 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1968 [3 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pino, Lewis N.</td>
<td>1965 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinto, Lisa</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitcairn, Tom</td>
<td>1975 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Dec. 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plenum Publishing Company</td>
<td>Nov. 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plotkin, Elizabeth</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plotnicov, Leonard</td>
<td>1995 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poerner, Arthur Jose</td>
<td>July 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polgar, Steven</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollak, Merle</td>
<td>1975 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollock, Nancy J.</td>
<td>Sept. 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polunin, Ivan V.</td>
<td>1968 [3 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pompeu, Joav</td>
<td>1965 [2 of 2]; 1966</td>
</tr>
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Poppino, Rollie E. 1968 [3 of 3]
Pops, Steve 1965 [2 of 2]
Porpa, Edythe C. April 1972; May 1972
Postal, Paul M. Dec. 1970
Potter, David 1969 [1 of 2]
Pouillon, Jean 1976
Pouncey, Peter R. Oct. 1971
Price, Donald 1982 [2 of 2]
Price, Midge 1989
Price, Richard 1983/84
Pritchett, Judith April 1971
Prize, J.I. Stanley 1987
Pronko, N.H. 1967
Psychology Today 1975 [1 of 2]
Puma, Ken 1982 [2 of 2]
Purcell, Ed 1965 [1 of 2]
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Reboussin, Daniel Alan 1988
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</tr>
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<tr>
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<td>1968 [2 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reiss, Nira</td>
<td>1991 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reiss, Richard O.</td>
<td>Before 1965 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reitwiesner, William</td>
<td>1990 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reitz, J. Wayne</td>
<td>1983/84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reubens, Madonna C.</td>
<td>March 1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| "Hap"
<p>| Rexe, J. Paul        | 1969 [1 of 2]                                                                |
| Reyman, Jonathan E.  | 1974                                                                         |
| Ribeiro, Berta       | 1967; July 1970                                                              |
| Rice, Patricia C.    | 1987; 1989; 1994                                                             |
| Richards, John R.    | 1965 [2 of 2]                                                                |
| Richardson, Miles    | 1985/86                                                                      |
| Riegelhaupt, Joyce F.| March 1971; April 1971                                                        |
| Rigsby, Bruce        | Feb. 1970; 1975 [1 of 2]                                                     |
| Rios, Jose Arthur    | 1968 [3 of 3]                                                                |
| Robertson, A.F.      | 1991 [2 of 2]                                                                |
| Robertson, Dave      | 1982 [2 of 2]                                                                |
| Robkin, Eugene E.    | 1977                                                                         |
| Rocha, Jorge M.      | 1997 [1 of 2]; 1997 [2 of 2]                                                 |
| Rockefeller IV, John D.| Before 1965 [1 of 2]                                                          |
| Rodner, Kim          | 1982 [2 of 2]                                                                |
| Rodrigues, Gilda de Castro | 1989                           |
| Rogers, George K.    | 1977                                                                         |
| Rogers, Lillian      | 1983; 1983/84                                                                |
| Rohner, Ronald       | 1988                                                                         |
| Roig, Joan Rigol I.  | 1984/85                                                                      |
| Rollwagen, Jack R.   | 1980                                                                         |
| Rong, Ma             | 1997 [2 of 2]; 1998                                                          |
| Roosevelt, Anna      | 1988; 1990 [2 of 2]                                                          |
| Rose, Peter I.       | 1965 [2 of 2]                                                                |
| Rosecrance, Richard  | Dec. 1970                                                                    |
| Rosenberg, Michael   | 1992 [2 of 2]                                                                |
| Rosillo-Dominguez,    |                                                                              |
| Salvador Edmundo     | 1973; 1976                                                                   |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ross, Marc Howard</td>
<td>1987; 1991 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi, Ino</td>
<td>1975 [2 of 2]; 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roth, William G.</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothfield, Lawrence I.</td>
<td>Sept. 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothman, Franklin</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothstein, William</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouslin, Albert H.</td>
<td>1968 [1 of 3]; 1968 [3 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan, Andrew N.</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe, Cindy</td>
<td>1997 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe, Gerald</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe, William L.</td>
<td>1968 [3 of 3]; 1969 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>1990 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubin, Vera</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruchames, Louis</td>
<td>1968 [1 of 3]; 1968 [2 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudie, Ingrid</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolph, James L.</td>
<td>June 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugemer, Werner</td>
<td>1992 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell, Bernard</td>
<td>1994 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell, Kenneth W.</td>
<td>1985/86; 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruyle, Eugene E.</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan, Leo V.</td>
<td>Before 1965 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryerson, Rachel</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahlins, Marshall</td>
<td>Before 1965; 1969 [2 of 2]; 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salter's Bookstore</td>
<td>April 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzman, Philip Carl</td>
<td>1992 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samawi, Hussein</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanders, Edith R.</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanders, William</td>
<td>1969 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santisteban, Fernando Silva</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauls, John C.</td>
<td>Before 1965 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaglion, Richard</td>
<td>June 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaefer, Halmuth H.</td>
<td>1985/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaffan, Lynn Hecht</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scharf, Jagna</td>
<td>Sept. 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheflen, Albert E.</td>
<td>1968 [1 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheinman, Kate (The Sciences)</td>
<td>1983/84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schepper-Hughes, Nancy</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scherer, Klaus</td>
<td>1975 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schermerhorn, R.A.</td>
<td>Before 1965 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlegel, Alice</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schleidt, Wolfgang</td>
<td>1992 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlesinger, Stephen L. (Guggenheim Memorial Foundation)</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, David M.</td>
<td>June 1970; Feb. 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, Harold K.</td>
<td>Oct. 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, Jane</td>
<td>May 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, Mary Jo</td>
<td>1975 [2 of 2]; 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, Sally</td>
<td>1969 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneidman, Witney W.</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoepf, Brooke G.</td>
<td>Jan. 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz, Debra M.</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz, Douglas</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwarzenbach, E.</td>
<td>1968 [2 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schweizer, Thomas</td>
<td>1990 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwer, George W.</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwerin, Karl</td>
<td>1975 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scilken, M.H.</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scinta, Janet</td>
<td>1995 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Eugenie C.</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Robert A.</td>
<td>1992 [1 of 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searchinger, Gene</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seda-Bonillo, Eduardo</td>
<td>1967; 1968; March 1971; 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segal, Aaron</td>
<td>1968 [2 of 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segura, Olman</td>
<td>1993 [2 of 2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Selvin, Hanan C. 1968 [3 of 3]
Senecal, Michael 1994 [2 of 2]
Seneff, Jeannette F. 1967
Service, Elman 1967; 1968 [3 of 3]
Shannon, Lyle W. 1968 [2 of 3]
Shapiro, Benjamin 1981
Shapiro, Judith Nov. 1971
Shapp, Martha G. 1968 [2 of 3]
Sharff, ? Jan. 1971
Sharma, Hari P. 1969 [2 of 2]
Shenhar, Aliza 1991 [2 of 2]
Shenoy, Sudha R. 1969 [1 of 2]
Shepard, Sylvia 1994
Sherman, J. Gilmore 1965 [2 of 2]
Sherman, Samuel 1981
Shiloh, Ailon 1974
Shweder, Richard A. 1984/85
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